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Interplay between inommensurate phases in the uprates
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PACS. 74.72.-h � Cuprate superondutors (high-T and insulating parent ompounds).

PACS. 71.45.Lr � Charge-density-wave systems.

PACS. 71.10.Fd � Lattie fermion models (Hubbard model, et.).

Abstrat. � We establish the qualitative behavior of the inommensurability ǫ, optimal

domain wall �lling ν and hemial potential µ for inreasing doping by a systemati slave-

boson study of an array of vertial stripes separated by up to d = 11 lattie onstants. Our

�ndings obtained in the Hubbard model with the next-nearest neighbor hopping t′ = −0.15t
agree qualitatively with the experimental data for the uprates in the doping regime x . 1/8.
It is found that t′ modi�es the optimal �lling ν and triggers the rossover to the diagonal (1,1)

spiral phase at inreasing doping, stabilized already at x ≃ 0.09 for t′ = −0.3t.

Interest in transition metal oxides has never been restrited to the most spetaular phe-

nomenon of the high-Tc superondutivity, but also onerns, inter alia, metal-insulator tran-

sitions, olossal magnetoresistane, and orbital ordering [1℄. Among these phenomena the

so-alled stripe phases attrat muh attention. In this ontext the reent indiations of uni-

versal magneti exitations in doped uprates are intriguing [2℄. Remarkably, some features

of the magneti spetra inluding their anisotropi two-dimensional harater established in

a detwinned YBa2Cu3O6+δ (YBCO) sample [3℄ an be understood in terms of �utuating

stripes suggesting that they are one of generi properties of the opper oxides [4℄.

Typially, suh states result from the ompetition between the superexhange interation,

whih stabilize the antiferromagneti (AF) long-range order in the parent Mott insulator,

and the kineti energy of doped holes. Indeed, the magneti energy is gained when eletrons

oupy the neighboring sites and their spins oupled by the superexhange order as in the

Néel state, whereas the kineti energy is gained when the holes an move and the AF order is

loally suppressed along a domain wall (DW), leading to the formation of site-entered (SC)

stripes. Other possible strutures are bond-entered (BC) stripes. In this ase, AF domains

with a lower hole density and a stronger spin polarization are separated by DWs given by

ladders with an inreased hole density and a weak ferromagneti order on the rungs.

The most diret evidene for stripe phases in doped antiferromagnets has ome from neu-

tron sattering studies in whih harge and spin modulations are identi�ed by the appearane
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of several extra inommensurate (IC) Bragg peaks [5℄. Indeed, neutron di�ration measure-

ments performed on La1.6−xNd0.4SrxCuO4 (Nd-LSCO), a model ompound for whih the

evidene of vertial spin and harge stripe order is strongest, revealed that magneti peaks

are displaed from the AF maximum at QAF = (π, π) to the points Q = π(1 ± 2ǫ, 1) and
Q = π(1, 1± 2ǫ) [6℄. Remarkably, the inommensurability ǫ varies linearly with doping ǫ = x
in the underdoped regime of x < 1/8 meaning a �xed stripe �lling ν = 1/2. A similar value

of the number of holes per DW ν = 0.59 has also been estimated in a reent resonant soft

X-ray sattering study of La2−xBaxCuO4 (LBCO) whih is a more diret evidene of harge

modulation [7℄. In ontrast, beyond x = 1/8, one �nds in experiment a lok-in e�et with

ǫ = 1/8, orresponding to a robust stripe phase with a harge (magneti) unit ell onsisting of
four (eight) sites, and the AF domains with three atoms along the x diretion. The essentially

idential modulation and doping dependene of ǫ was observed in superonduting rystals of

La2−xSrxCuO4 (LSCO) with x > 0.05 [8℄. Also in YBCO the inommensurability inreases

�rst linearly and next saturates at the e�etive hole doping x ≃ 0.10 [9℄.

Apart from the neutron sattering, stripe phases have also measurable onsequenes in

angle-resolved photoemission spetrosopy (ARPES) [10℄. Indeed, the low-energy spetral

weight of Nd-LSCO at x = 1/8, is mostly onentrated along the antinodal Γ−X and Γ− Y
diretions, while there is a distint gap for harge exitations around the S = (π/2, π/2)
point, as expeted in the SC stripe piture [11�13℄. In ontrast, ARPES spetra of both

LSCO and Nd-LSCO at x = 0.15 have revealed the existene of appreiable spetral weight

along the nodal Γ− S diretion. Therefore, as the BC stripes reprodue quite well the nodal

segments [12℄, it seems that upon inreasing doping they are formed at the expense of the

SC ones. The relevane of the BC stripes at the doping level x = 0.15 is also supported by

reent studies whih have yielded pronouned spetral weight both in the nodal and antinodal

diretions, reproduing quite well the experimental results in Nd-LSCO and LSCO [14℄.

An alternative senario whih might explain the IC spin struture is a deformation of the

AF order whih optimizes a hole motion within a spiral phase [15℄. The interest in the spiral

state was reently renewed due to experimental results indiating a spin glass behavior of

LSCO at small doping onsistent with this senario [16℄. On the one hand, observation of

the harge order in Nd-LSCO and LBCO rules out the spiral phase sine the density of holes

is then expeted to be uniform. On the other hand, the question whether the harge order

is a generi feature of the uprates is far from being resolved yet [5℄. In fat, Lindgård [17℄

has shown that spiral states an also resolve the universality of magneti exitations in the

uprates and provide a ompeting paradigm with the stripe phase onept.

Hene, an interplay between domain wall strutures and spiral phases poses an interesting

problem to study [18℄ even though the searhing for the optimal �lling of domain walls orre-

sponding to the true ground state is rather a formidable task. Therefore, we limit ourselves

to vertial site-entered (VSC) and vertial bond-entered (VBC) stripe phases, with the size

of the AF domains varying from d = 11 to 3 lattie onstants. In both strutures, the largest

distane d = 11 orresponds to a unit ell with 22 atoms. Note that the same length of the

magneti unit ell for a �xed d makes the SC and BC strutures pratially indistinguishable

from eah other in neutron di�ration experiments.

We study the stripe and spiral phases using the Hubbard model,

H = −t
∑

〈ij〉σ

(c†iσcjσ +H.c.)− t′
∑

〈〈ij〉〉σ

(c†iσcjσ +H.c.) + U
∑

i

ni↑ni↓, (1)

where the eletron hopping t involves the nearest neighbor sites 〈ij〉, t′ the next-nearest

neighbor sites 〈〈ij〉〉, and U stands for the on-site Coulomb interation. There are several
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Fig. 1 � (Color online) Free energy gain δF per site in the VSC stripe phases with respet to the AF

phase as a funtion of doping x, as obtained for the t-t′-U model (1) with U = 12t and: (a) t′ = 0;

(b) t′ = −0.15t. Domain walls are separated by d = 3, . . . , 11 lattie onstants. Cirles and squares

show the orresponding data for (1,0) and (1,1) spiral order, respetively.

Fig. 2 � (Color online) Free energy gain δF per site as in �g. 1, obtained for the t-t′-U model (1) with

U = 12t and t′ = −0.3t for: (a) VSC stripe phases; (b) VBC stripe phases.

experimental and theoretial studies suggesting that t′ is �nite in the uprates. For example,

topology of the Fermi surfae seen by ARPES [10℄ an be only understood by introduing

t′ [19℄. It also o�ers an explanation for the variation of Tc among di�erent families of hole-

doped uprates [20℄. Moreover, exat diagonalization (ED) studies have shown that while

the d-wave superondutivity orrelation is slightly suppressed by t′ < 0 in the underdoped

region, it is substantially enhaned in the optimally doped and overdoped regions, indiating

that t′ is of great importane for the pairing instability [21℄.

We employ a rotationally invariant version of the slave-boson (SB) approah in spin

spae [22℄, whih opens a possibility of studying both nonanted stripe phases and spiral

order on equal footing. More details on the alulation method an be found in ref. [23℄. Cal-

ulations were arried out on square lusters with the linear dimension along the x diretion

(perpendiular to the DWs) hosen as an even multipliity of the elementary stripe unit ell

dimension in all ases, so that the luster size used for the onsidered unit ells varied from

128×128 up to 144×144. These alulations beame possible by developing an e�ient sheme
in the reiproal spae whih makes use of the stripe symmetry [24℄. For so large systems the

�nite size e�ets are below 10

−5t and one is able to obtain a realisti omparison of the free

energies of strutures with di�erent size of the unit ell. In the numerial studies, we have

hosen U = 12t, whih gives the ratio of J/t = 1/3 (with the superexhange J = 4t2/U),
being a value representative for LSCO [25℄.
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We begin with the free energy gain of the VSC stripe phase with respet to the AF

phase, δF ≡ F − FAF, shown in �g. 1 as a funtion of doping x for representative values

of the next-nearest neighbor hopping, i.e., t′ = 0, t′ = −0.15t (VBC phases are addressed

below). Quite generally, one observes that the energy favors the stripe phases with the largest

distane d = 11 between DWs for the lowest values of x, and the urves for next smaller d− 1
systematially ross the ones for d upon inreasing doping, meaning that stripe phases with

gradually dereasing AF domains beome optimal phases. For t′ = 0, this e�et ontinues
until the d = 4 stripe phase is reahed as the d = 3 stripe phase is a highly-exited state in

this ase. On the ontrary, �nite t′ results in a deeper energy minimum of the d = 3 phase

and stabilizes it in the overdoped regime x ≥ 0.2. Next, exept for the smallest d ≤ 4 ases,

inreasing |t′| shifts the free energy minima towards lower doping level whih should a�et

the �lling of the DWs and the harge distribution in the stripe ground state. Remarkably, for

t′ = −0.15t, a value very lose to that derived for LSCO [26℄, one �nds that the most stable

stripes are separated by d = 4 lattie spaings in a sizeable doping range above x ≃ 1/8, both
for the SC and BC stripe phase, in agreement with the neutron sattering experiment [8℄ and

with dynamial mean �eld theory (DMFT) alulations [13℄ for LSCO.

Regarding the spiral phases, upon hole doping away from half-�lling the AF order beomes

immediately unstable towards a diagonal (1,1) spiral order with Q = π(1 − 2ǫ, 1 − 2ǫ) and
then at higher doping x ≃ 0.18 towards a vertial (1,0) one haraterized by Q = π(1− 2ǫ, 1),
as suggested by early SB studies of the Hubbard model [27℄. However, a �nite next-nearest

neighbor t′ = −0.15t has severe onsequenes for the interplay between both spiral phases and
shifts the rossover towards a higher doping x ≃ 0.23 in agreement with the SB studies of the

t-t′-J model [28℄. It also a�ets the ompetition between the spiral and stripe phases so that

at x > 1/8 the latter beome unstable with respet to the (1,1) spirals. However, the energy

di�erene between the most stable stripe phase with d = 4 and the lowest energy spiral phase

is less than 0.002t, whih is onsidered to be too small to lead to an unambiguous onlusion.

Indeed, omparison of the SB data with available ED results on a 4 × 4 luster obtained in

the Hubbard model at t′ = 0 and x = 1/8 doping [29℄ shows that taking into aount stripe

phases allows one to approah loser the ED energy than the best spiral phase but due to the

quantum �utuations the energy di�erene remains at the 9% level (f. table I).

In ontrast, a larger value of the ratio |t′/t| = 0.3 as expeted for YBCO [26℄, learly

drives the system towards the diagonal (1,1) spiral phase and the rossover from the VSC

(VBC) stripe phase appears already slightly below (above) x = 0.09, respetively, as depited
in �g. 2. Note that in the ase of the SC DWs it is the d = 4 stripe phase whih is unstable

towards the spiral order and indeed the smallest distane between DWs established in YBCO

orresponds to d = 5 [9℄. Our results are then onsistent with both density matrix renor-

malization group [30℄ and Hartree-Fok [31℄ studies indiating the suppression of the stripe

phases with inreasing |t′|. Moreover, large |t′| removes also the degeneray between the two

stripe strutures whih shows up at t′ = −0.15t. Indeed, as reported in table II the energy

di�erene between the lowest energy SC and BC on�guration in the doping regime x < 0.2 is

Table I � Comparison of the free energy F per site for various phases as found within the SB

approximation in the Hubbard model at x = 1/8 with the ED data of ref. [29℄. The ground state (VBC

and VSC) stripe phases are separated by d = 7 lattie onstants. Parameters: U = 12t, t′ = 0.

phase AF (1,0) (1,1) VBC VSC ED [29℄

F/t −0.5393 −0.5613 −0.5700 −0.5756 −0.5756 −0.6282
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omparable to the auray of the present alulations. In ontrast, when t′ = −0.3t, the SC
stripe phase is notieably more stable than its BC ounterpart even for x < 0.2. The rossover
towards the BC stripes above x = 0.2 remains in agreement with a reent analysis of the prop-
agation of a hole inside the BC DW whih has shown that suh a DW struture enables a

larger kineti energy gain than a narrower SC one, whih beomes espeially important at a

large doping level when the distanes between stripes are small [32℄.

The experimental data should be ompared with our �ndings onerning the doping

dependene of the magneti inommensurability ǫ = 1/2d and the optimal stripe �lling,

ν = Nh/(NyNDW), where Nh is the hole exess ompared to half-�lling, whereas Ny stands

for the atual length of the luster with NDW DWs along the y diretion. The ground state

properties of both SC and BC phases are shown in �g. 3. The points in �g. 3 were dedued

from �gs. 1 and 2 and orrespond to the middle of the stability region of the lowest energy

on�guration. The only exeption is the d = 3 ase with t′ = −0.3t in whih they are plotted

for the minimum of the free energy. Suh a hoie guarantees that, at eah partiular doping

level, a onsidered stripe phase with a given periodiity d would be indeed realized at least in

the vast majority of the system. Comparing �g. 3 with the experimental results in LSCO [7,8℄,

one �nds that the robust stability of the half-�lled (ν = 1/2) d = 4 stripes at x = 1/8 requires,
in agreement with the previous SB studies on small 16×16 lusters [33℄, a �nite next-nearest
neighbor hopping t′ < −0.15t. In fat, for t′ = −0.15t present alulations give almost a

linear dependene ǫ = x for x . 1/8 and may be onsidered as reproduing a lok-in e�et

in a sizeable doping range above x ≃ 1/8 until the d = 3 stripe phase sets in. We emphasize

that stable d = 3 stripe phases with ǫ = 1/6 have also been found in the SB studies of the

three-band Hubbard model in the doping regime x > 0.225 [34℄. The apparent absene of this
phase in the experimental data for LSCO ould follow from two e�ets whih go beyond the

present study: (i) repulsion between DWs, and (ii) quantum �utuations whih destabilize

the ladder-like AF domains.

Remarkably, in the regime where ǫ follows linearly x, an inreasing density of stripes allows

Table II � Comparison of the ground state free energy F per site for the VSC and VBC stripe phases

as found in the t-t′-U model with U = 12t and: t′ = −0.15t and t′ = −0.3t.

t′ = −0.15t t′ = −0.3t
VSC VBC VSC VBC

x d F/t d F/t d F/t d F/t

0.050 11 −0.4263 11 −0.4263 9 −0.4289 10 −0.4280

0.055 10 −0.4360 10 −0.4359 8 −0.4388 9 −0.4378

0.060 9 −0.4456 9 −0.4455 7 −0.4488 8 −0.4477

0.070 8 −0.4649 8 −0.4648 6 −0.4686 7 −0.4673

0.080 7 −0.4841 7 −0.4840 5 −0.4882 6 −0.4869

0.090 6 −0.5034 6 −0.5032 5 −0.5080 5 −0.5064

0.100 5 −0.5225 6 −0.5224 4 −0.5275 5 −0.5260

0.120 5 −0.5607 5 −0.5607 4 −0.5659 4 −0.5645

0.140 4 −0.5985 4 −0.5983 3 −0.6022 4 −0.6005

0.160 4 −0.6342 4 −0.6342 3 −0.6370 3 −0.6344

0.180 4 −0.6671 4 −0.6670 3 −0.6678 3 −0.6672

0.200 3 −0.6978 3 −0.6983 3 −0.6949 3 −0.6956

0.250 3 −0.7682 3 −0.7689 3 −0.7475 3 −0.7493

0.300 3 −0.8242 3 −0.8245 3 −0.7822 3 −0.7833
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Fig. 3 � (Color online) Doping dependene of: (a,b) the magneti inommensurability ǫ, and (,d)

stripe �lling ν for the VSC (left) as well as VBC (right) stripe ground state dedued from �gs. 1 and

2 for t′ = 0 (irles), t′ = −0.15t (squares), and t′ = −0.3t (triangles). Solid line in (a,b) shows the

idealized experimental behavior of ǫ in LSCO [8℄.

Fig. 4 � (Color online) Doping dependene of the magneti inommensurability ǫ as obtained at

U = 12t for: (a) (1,0) and (b) (1,1) spiral phase. Meaning of symbols as in �g. 3.

the system to maintain �xed �lling ν, but its atual value strongly depends on t′. This, in

turn, results in almost doping independent hemial potential µ explaining the experimentally

observed pinning of µ [35℄. In ontrast, in the overdoped region with a lok-in e�et of ǫ, the
size of the AF domains saturates, doped holes penetrate into the AF domains, and µ varies

fast with doping. Unfortunately, for t′ = −0.15t, the established shift of µ exeeds the exper-

imental value by a fator lose to 2. Therefore, the present e�etive model an only explain

qualitative trends and one needs to arry out alulations within more realisti multiband

models inluding oxygen orbitals in order to reprodue quantitatively the experimental data.

Finite t′ < 0 also modi�es the spiral order � here one �nds that the deviation of the

spiral wavevetor Q from the AF one strongly aelerates, as shown in �g. 4. It is worth

notiing that the inrease of the inommensurability with inreasing |t′| is onsistent both
with quantum Monte Carlo [36℄ and with DMFT [37℄ results.

Summarizing, we have performed systemati studies of inommensurate phases by onsid-

ering variable size of AF domains in stripe phases, as well as the spiral order. Our �ndings

obtained in the Hubbard model within the SB approah for t′ = −0.15t agree qualitatively in
the low doping regime x . 1/8 with the experimental data for the uprates and reveal a strong
in�uene of the next-nearest neighbor hopping t′ on the optimal �lling of DWs. Simultane-

ously, �nite t′ < 0 promotes the onset of the diagonal spiral phases and inreases the optimal

spiral pith ǫ. We therefore onlude that a large value of |t′| might be the reason why the

stati harge order has been deteted in YBCO only in the highly underdoped regime [38℄.
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